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TITLE OF PAPER AND OUTLINE 

Downscaling ERA-Interim Reanalysis data for FLUXNET sites  

Global Circulation Model (GCM) outputs are currently limited to a spatial resolution of 
~300km. These outputs therefore do not match the requirements of hydrological/ 
meteorological modeling. In order to provide data in an adequate spatial resolution 
for local scale applications, downscaling procedures - the disaggregation of larger 
scale mean values to sub-grid smaller scale values - are used to overcome this 
deficit. 
 
We have developed a new downscaling method using internal vertical lapse rates 
between different ERA-Interim pressure levels to downscale 3-hourly 2m air 
temperature1. This method performed well and significantly reduced the bias when 
validated against three meteorological stations located in the German Alps. In order 
to extend this downscaling approach to a larger variety of locations and to explore it 
for other meteorological variables (such as precipitation), a larger number of local 
measurements is needed.  

FLUXNET sites would be suitable for extending our analysis since these flux towers 
are distributed across the continents covering a large variety of different vegetation 
types and climate regimes, including crop land, grassland and forests.  

In this project we will elaborate the objectives as follows:  

1. Validation of air temperature downscaling method for flux tower 
measurements 

 Can ERA-Interim air temperature data represent the flux tower 
measurements? Is there a bias between the original ERA-Interim air 
temperature data and the flux tower measurements? 

 What are the reasons leading to a possible air temperature bias?  

                                                
1
 Gao. L, M. Bernhardt & K. Schulz (2012): Downscaling ERA-Interim temperature data in 

complex terrain, Hydrology and Earth system sciences, under review. 



 

 How good is the air temperature downscaling method for the validation of 
the flux tower measurements? 

 Can additional predictor variables help to improve the downscaling 
performance?  

2. Downscaling ERA-Interim precipitation data and validate for flux tower 
measurements 

 Can ERA-Interim precipitation data represent the flux tower 
measurements in terms of occurrence and amount? 

 If there is a bias between these two datasets? Does this bias change with 
time periods? 

PROPOSED SITES TO BE INVOLVED 

We are interested in flux tower measurements in whole Europe. 

PROPOSED RULES FOR CO-AUTHORSHIP 

It is anticipated to produce a series of 1-2 papers related to different parameters that 
are downscaled. The papers will be submitted according to the data use and 
publication policies of FLUXNET and in agreement with the individual PI’s providing 
the data. 

 

Coordinators’ CV 

Dr. Karsten Schulz 

Professor of Physical Geography, Department of Geography, LMU, Munich, 
Germany. 

His research interests include: Quantitative assessment of water, solute and energy 
flows in soil-plant-atmosphere continuum at different spatial scales; Experimental  
studies and modeling of the dynamics of water, material and energy balance at 
different spatial scales; Utilization/assimilation of satellite remote sensing for the 
detection of site characteristics and improved prediction of  water, solute and energy 
fluxes at the landscape scale; Methods for the characterization of  data, model and 
forecast uncertainty research. 
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Dr. Matthias Bernhardt 

Assistant Professor of Physical Geography, Department of Geography, LMU, 
Munich, Germany. 

He mainly focuses on the modeling of the alpine water balance. This issue is a 
challenging but also extremely attractive venture. Mountainous regions not only has 
extreme gradient of the terrain, but also the various meteorological parameters. 
Moreover, even the mountainous regions are particularly affected by global climate 
change, e.g. the glacier retreat, the vegetation belts moving, snow cover 
redistribution etc. All this has an impact on the affected areas, which goes far beyond 
the physical-geographical analysis and extends to many other areas of science and 
employ. 
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Lu Gao 

PhD-student, Department of Geography, LMU Munich, Germany. 

The PhD dissertation mainly works on the statistical downscaling of ERA-Interim data 
using spatial distributed land surface characteristics and novel tools from machine 
learning and pattern recognition for hydrological applications. 


